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Spam and the 
Social-Technical Gap

A Ferris Research report estimated that
in 2003, unsolicited and unwanted 
e-mail, or spam, cost US companies
$10 billion in lost productivity (www.
entmag.com/news/article.asp?Editorials

ID=5651). A Sunbelt Software poll found that
spam now surpasses viruses as the leading unwanted
network intrusion (www.itsecurity.com/tecsnews/
jul2003/jul141.htm). A 2003 Time magazine arti-
cle reported that major e-mail providers must
delete more than 40 percent of all incoming mail
at the server, while AOL estimates that fully 80 per-
cent of its inbound e-mail—1.5 billion to 1.9 billion
messages a day—consists of spam that the com-
pany blocks. Spam currently constitutes up to 30
percent of all in-box messages. Although each user
may take only seconds to deal with them, over bil-
lions of cases, these spam messages create a seri-
ous problem for people, software, and hardware.

Despite spam filters, spammer lists, and antispam
laws, the percentage of transmitted spam rose from
20 to 40 percent during the last half of 2002 and
continues to rise, with current estimates nudging 80
percent.1 Although improved filters trash more
spam, spammers send ever more in response. 

In these spam wars, as filters become more intel-
ligent so do spammers’ countermeasures. In May
2003, the amount of spam exceeded nonspam for
the first time: More than 50 percent of transmitted
e-mail now consists of spam that consumes band-
width and network resources whether users see it
or not.2 An ISP that needs one server for customers

must buy another just for spam no one reads.
Providers pass on such costs to users. 

Current spam responses—ranging from moral
outrage to spam blockers, spamming the spammers,
black and white lists, and legal means—have slowed
but not stopped spam. By hiding the problem from
users, spam blockers could be making it worse. 

Legislation like the US CAN-SPAM Act of 2003
(www.spamlaws.com/federal/108s877.html) may
merely move spammers overseas. Lists that identify
spammers may grow endlessly as spammers change
their identities often. IT writers seem in denial of
these problems, espousing new Bayesian spam fil-
ters while noting that “the problem with spam is
that it is almost impossible to define,”2 and advo-
cating legal solutions while noting that none have
worked so far. 

The continued growth of spam suggests the need
for a new approach. Although most see spam as a
personal problem, we suggest it is a social problem
that needs a social response. Yet traditional social
responses—law, courts, and the judiciary—seem to
work poorly in cyberspace. We propose bridging
the gap between society and technology by apply-
ing social concepts to technology design.3

ORIGINS AND IMPLICATIONS
Spam arises from an online social situation that

technology created. First, it costs no more to send
a million e-mail messages than to send one. Second,
hits are a percentage of transmissions, so sending
more spam means more sender profit. 
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The runaway increase in spam cannot 
be stemmed by technical change alone: 
We must bridge the gap between social
expectations and computer system
capability by designing software to 
meet social requirements.
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Spam generators thus logically seek to reach all
users. Without responders, spam would not exist,
but a small fraction of recipients always respond—
and new ones join the Internet every minute.
Spammers need only 100 takers per 10 million
requests to earn a profit1—much less than a .01 per-
cent hit rate. Even if spam blockers successfully
blocked 99.99 percent of all spam, spammer trans-
missions would continue to increase. As more peo-
ple come online from all over the world, the
problem will worsen.

If spam continues to increase, at what transmis-
sion percentage will an equilibrium be reached?
Can technology forever expand bandwidth and
processing beyond the spam challenge? Probably
not. Spam potential increases as the square of the
number of users. There are 23 million businesses
in the US alone. If each business sent just one unso-
licited message a year to all Americans, the Internet
would be flooded with more than 63,000 e-mail
messages per person per day.

Unwanted e-mail can come from anywhere. Why
send your resume to selected firms when you can
send it to all firms? Why ask selected people to join
your club when you can ask everyone? Social
politeness suggests restraint, but spam gets results.

Current trends suggest that within a decade,
more than 95 percent of Internet transmissions will
be spam. The Internet will then transmit vast
amounts of information, but minute amounts of
meaning. It will be a messaging system that mostly
sends messages people never see. Unless develop-
ers put a social heart into technological muscle, this
outcome is not just possible but likely.

Filtering spam before transmission could reduce
the waste, but this raises another problem: It hides
spam “false-positives”—real e-mail filtered as
spam. Spam filters make two types of errors—
wrongly accepting spam and wrongly rejecting gen-
uine e-mail. Reducing the first error inevitably
increases the second, so the cost of filtering 99.99
percent of spam is false rejections. 

Currently, receivers can recover false rejects from
their spam filter’s quarantine area, but filtering
before transmission means the message never
arrives. Inadvertently using spam words could
cause an e-mail server to filter your message, and
neither you nor the receiver will know it. Imagine
a postal system that shredded presumed unwanted
mail at input and made mistakes in the process. If
users can’t rely on e-mail getting through, they
could lose confidence in it. 

Either way, by technology overload or collapse of
social confidence, spam is more than a nuisance—

it threatens the e-mail system itself. Some technol-
ogy optimists suggest this may be a good thing,
because the death of e-mail would lead to new and
better forms of communication. However, the elec-
tronic social disease we call spam may cross appli-
cation boundaries. Internet instant messaging
already has its own spam version, spim,4 that is
increasing faster than spam did.

Spam raises simple and subtle questions. A sim-
ple question is how can I reduce my spam? A sub-
tle question is how can the e-mail system reduce
spam? By analogy, if an athlete can do poorly, what
of the game itself? When games fail, the question is
not how to improve players, but how to improve
the game. For example, one-day cricket reinvigo-
rated the traditional five-day game by changing the
entire game, not the people in it.

If spam is a systemic problem, local filters will
not solve it. Asking for a tool to stop my spam asks
the wrong question. Better to ask how changing
the rules of communication can reduce spam.

SOCIAL-TECHNICAL GAP 
The main problem facing social software may be

the social-technical gap: the difference between
social expectations and computer system capabil-
ity.5 Value-centered computing aims to bridge this
gap by building more sociable software.

Figure 1 shows a sociotechnical system as a social
system built on a technical one, just as a software
system is built atop a hardware system.3 Here, tech-
nical means hardware and software. Whether a
social system arises from technology or the physi-
cal world, it remains a social system. The means of
interaction may be electronic, but the people
involved are real, which is why an e-mail can be as
offensive as a face-to-face comment. Hence, social
communication requirements apply equally to vir-
tual and physical interactions. 

In Figure 1, higher system levels emerge from
lower ones, and thus depend on them, just as soft-
ware cannot exist without hardware. Yet, to increase
system performance, higher-level demands must
drive lower-level design. Software requirements like
file sharing and networking may drive chip design,
and user cognitive skills or limits may drive Web site
design. It follows that social technology could be
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Figure 1. Social-
technical gap. In 
a social-technical
system, the 
system levels 
may contradict, 
creating a gap
between social
expectations 
and computer 
capability.
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designed to support social requirements. Yet
what is a social requirement? 

LEGITIMACY 
Society requires accountability—that indi-

viduals bear the consequences of their acts—
because in society one person’s failure can
cause another’s loss, and someone can bene-
fit from another’s success. 

The opposite of accountability is unfair-
ness, a complex perception of social situa-

tions in which actors take benefits that others
earned, or pay no cost for negative acts upon soci-
ety. Unfairness is not just unequal outcome distri-
bution, but failure to distribute outcome according
to action contribution. 

Studies suggest that people have a “natural jus-
tice” perception of fairness that gauges whether
utility gained matches contributions made over
time. Thus, people tend to avoid unfair situations,
and prefer fair situations even over situations that
give personal benefit. 

Social systems of law and justice primarily aim to
reduce unfairness in society.6 Yet preventing unfair-
ness is a negative goal, achieved by punitive means
such as imprisonment. A positive social goal can
be defined as legitimate interaction, which treats
individuals fairly and benefits the social group.3

This complex concept is not defined by fairness
alone, as conflict can be fair but harmful. For exam-
ple, a duel is a fair fight, yet duels are outlawed today.

The term legitimate comes from sociology, where
it applies to governments that rule through justice
rather than coercion. Legitimacy is more than legal-
ity, however. If legitimacy and legality were identi-
cal, John Stuart Mill could not talk about the “…
limits of power that can be legitimately exercised by
society over the individual”7 because every law
would necessarily be legitimate. 

Legitimacy includes concepts like:

• freedom—people own themselves and thus
can be accountable. In modern society, for one
to own another is unacceptable. Freedom is
fair because people own themselves. Free soci-
eties also produce more. Democracy extends
freedom to groups—the group owns itself,
rather than being owned or enslaved by a king.

• privacy—people own their personal informa-
tion. Privacy derives from freedom: If I own
myself, should I not own my information,
regardless of where it resides? Privacy is fair
if everyone gets it. It also seems a public 
good.8

Progress in legitimate rights seems to correlate
with social wealth, while social corruption correlates
with poverty (www.transparency.org). Francis
Fukuyama argues that societies that support legiti-
macy prosper, and those that ignore it do so at their
peril.9 Perhaps people in fair societies contribute
more work, ideas, and research because others don’t
steal it. Having more freedom, they also self-regu-
late more, which reduces security costs significantly.
Legitimate interaction seems a requirement for social
prosperity, rather than an optional moral extra.

If physical society’s principles apply equally to
online society, the latter could founder without fair-
ness. By our definition, if spam is unfair to indi-
viduals, unprofitable to society, or both, then it is
not legitimate communication.

SPAM IS NOT LEGITIMATE COMMUNICATION
Spam is unfair because it is one-way communica-

tion. A similar situation occurs with telemarketers,
who have your home phone number but invariably
refuse to give you theirs. It is also unfair that spam-
mers waste public time at little cost to themselves.
Spammers steal time, which in today’s world equates
to money. Some find this a mild crime, like littering
on the Internet, but when litter blocks the streets, it
is of concern. Just as a cyberthief who takes a few
cents from millions of bank accounts can steal a siz-
able sum, when spam affects millions of people the
productivity loss is significant.

Spam may profit individuals, but it is unprof-
itable to society if it creates losses that exceed the
profits it generates. If 90 percent of spammed peo-
ple don’t buy, do their losses balance the gains of
the 10 percent who do? What if 99.9 percent don’t
buy? By one estimate, it costs about $250 to send
one million e-mail messages, which cause about
$2,800 in lost wages to society in general (www.
ohio.com/mld/beaconjournal/business/5028845.
htm). We seem to be well past the point at which
spam’s social losses outweigh its benefits. 

In legitimate trade, people shop where they
choose, but spam gives no choice—messages arrive
unbidden, welcome or not. Successful societies make
people accountable, but in online society spammers
are not accountable. If spam communications are
neither socially beneficial nor individually fair, they
fail the test of legitimate communication on two
counts. It is the communication architecture, created
by software code, that enables this.

AN E-MAIL CHARGE?
Imposing a charge for e-mail messages would hit

spammers’ bank accounts. This would reduce spam

Societies 
that ignore
legitimacy 

do so at 
their peril.
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by changing the game, but metering e-mail would
also reduce general usage and benefit.10 An Internet
toll would add no new service, as e-mail already
works without charges. The sole purpose of impos-
ing an across-the-board charge would be to pun-
ish spammers, but it would slow the flow of
information for everyone. Imposing a processing
cost instead of a dollar charge would give the same
effect. Such responses seem like burning down your
house to prevent break-ins.

Who would set the rate, and who would receive
each payment? If senders paid receivers, each e-mail
would be a money transfer. The cost of adminis-
tering such a system could outweigh its potential
benefit. If e-mail providers received the charge, it
would be an e-mail tax, but what global entity
could legitimately claim it? 

Making the Internet a field of profit could open it
to corruption. Spam works because e-mail costs so
little, but that is also why the Internet works. Fast,
easy, and free communication has benefited us all. 

We need a solution that reduces spam but leaves
the Internet advantage intact. We need to reduce
unfair communication, not charge everyone for
what they already have.

LAW AND CYBERSPACE
Modern societies implement legitimacy through

the law,6 but passing laws in virtual worlds has sev-
eral problems.3 First, current law assumes a physical
world architecture. But virtual worlds work differ-
ently, and physical laws may not transfer easily.

Second, virtual worlds frequently change faster
than legislators can draft laws. Thus, new func-
tionality—such as cookies—can outstrip the tech-
nology’s assimilation into law. Spam has already
shown it can mutate into new forms, like spim.
Each spam variant would require new laws. Yet
society takes years to pass them, while Internet
applications can change in months.

Third, in cyberspace code is law, so the pro-
grammers who write the code make the rules.
Giving spammers anonymity, or the power to hide
their source, can negate any law.

Finally, jurisdiction limits laws, as attempts to
legislate telemarketers illustrate. State laws against
telemarketers were ineffective against out-of-state
calls, and the US nationwide Do-Not-Call list will
be ineffective against overseas calls. The many laws
of the world’s nations can be applied to their respec-
tive citizens, but not to a global Internet. 

Thus, the long arm of the law struggles to reach
into cyberspace. Normal prosecutions require phys-
ical evidence, an accused, and a plaintiff. Yet spam

can begin and end in cyberspace, e-mail sources are
easily spoofed, and, for spam, potential plaintiffs
include everyone with an e-mail address. 

What penalties apply when each individual loses
so little? Even if detected, a spam source can just
reinvent itself under another name. Traditional law
seems too physically restricted, too slow, and too
impotent to deal with a dynamic, global informa-
tion society.

AOL and similar providers propose antispam
laws that exclude all spam but their own. Putting
such policies into software practice would require
a line of code equivalent to “If sender = AOL, then
… else ….” This is hardly the “veil of ignorance”
from behind which Rawls proposes that laws
should operate.6 A legitimate social solution to
spam should apply equally to all.

Also, the legal system operates after the fact—
after conflict has arisen. To punish unfairness, it
must first occur. Why let unsocial acts like spam
develop, then punish them, if the system can be
designed for beneficial fairness in the first place? 

When societies address legitimacy instead of
unfairness, they advance significantly, from com-
mandments and punishments to visionary state-
ments of liberty and equality. Cyberspace is an
opportunity to apply several thousand years of
social learning to the global electronic village. It
makes little sense to design social software in a
social vacuum, as if we knew nothing of the nature
of society.

LEGITIMACY ANALYSIS 
If legitimate interaction increases social pros-

perity, it seems sensible to design software to sup-
port it. As Figure 2 shows, legitimacy analysis aims
to translate social requirements into information
system specifications.3 Conversely, it can translate
information logic into social terms that a non-
technical community can discuss.

Legitimacy analysis focuses on what should be
done socially, not what can be done technically—
on social right, not software might. Given that peo-
ple are more accountable for objects they own, this
analysis seeks to specify online object ownership
in fair and socially beneficial ways. If owning an
object implies rights to act upon it, specifying infor-
mation object ownership can define which online
actors can do what actions to what entities. Tech-
nical systems can be designed to support what legit-
imate ownership implies. 

Social
requirement

System
design logicLegitimacy analysis

Figure 2. Legitimacy
analysis. An online
community can
translate social
statements into
social-technical
system design, 
and vice versa.
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Analysis begins by defining the information
system methods and objects. Next, the ana-
lysts state accepted community social rights,
such as the concept from John Locke’s second
Treatise on Government,  that creators have
a natural right to own their creations,7 which
copyright also suggests. These social rights
may vary between communities. 

Then, analysis connects social rights to the
IS object-method specification. For example,
Locke’s creator ownership suggests that those
who create items in online bulletin boards
should be able to edit them. In practice, exist-
ing software often fails to meet this social

requirement. In WebCT, for example, item creators
cannot edit items they add, although the space con-
troller can. In summary, there are three steps:

1. Define information system objects and methods.
2. State legitimate ownership principles accepted

by the community.
3. Analyze information object ownership based

on steps 1 and 2.

Legitimacy analysis is a process, not a formula.
It seeks to create consistency between what the
social group believes and how the software
behaves. This process requires the society or com-
munity to define legitimate ownership. If a com-
munity rejects a social principle, like creator
ownership, it rejects its online implications. 

Technology support for social rights does not
mechanize social acts, because it is the interaction,
not an individual act, that is legitimate or not.
Specifying freedom, privacy, or democracy in infor-
mation terms does not automate right acts—it allo-
cates rights to act. For example, society grants
people privacy, but does not force them to be pri-
vate. Online legitimacy could mean someone can
delete an item, but this does not mean they must
delete it. The choice is with the person, not the code. 

Applying this method to spam forces us to ask
who owns the basic elements of e-mail communi-
cation, namely messages, channels, and addresses.

Who owns messages?
If an e-mail from one person to another consti-

tutes an offer to own the sent message, not a com-
mand to take it, a receiver should be able to reject
an e-mail at any time. With postal mail, receivers
can write “Return to Sender” on a message and put
it back in a mailbox. Returning mail also lets those
who sent it know it was not received. A mail system
contracts to deliver a message and if it does not,

should return the message to the sender.
With e-mail, there is no return-to-sender func-

tion, so users use spam filters. The e-mail system
reports “Message Delivered,” even when receivers
never see it because a spam blocker deleted it.
Spammers don’t know who reads their messages
and who doesn’t. On the other hand, if spam filters
block genuine e-mail messages, senders may assume
they are being ignored on purpose. These problems
arise when the e-mail transmission process offers
receivers no right of return.

This suggests the need for a button that users can
press to reject e-mail. The recipient could still delete
the message as before, after accepting it. A rejected
e-mail also disappears from view, but it has not
been deleted. Social logic suggests that rejected 
e-mail belongs not to the receiver who rejected it,
nor to the system that delivered it, but to the sender
who created it. Hence, as with postal mail, it should
be returned to sender, with a failed-to-transmit
comment. 

Inherent in this proposal is that receiving rejected
e-mail is a condition of transmission—a sender
should not be able to submit messages to an e-mail
system without also receiving messages from that
system. This is a basic fairness concept. It means a
person can be anonymous to all other people, but
cannot be anonymous to, and cannot deny e-mail
from, the e-mail system itself. 

Hence, accepting rejected e-mail should be part
of the transmission contract. Rejected spam would
then return to the sender’s computer, creating
sender costs. While the e-mail system could send
an outgoing message once and duplicate it a mil-
lion times, a million rejections would return indi-
vidually, consuming sender bandwidth and
processing capacity. Spammers would know, fac-
tually and financially, who didn’t want their mail.
It would then pay them to reduce their lists, and
also give them the information they need to do so. 

The social logic behind this proposal is that mes-
saging is a transfer of ownership where receivers
can choose to receive messages or not. Imple-
menting this requirement is an engineering prob-
lem, but an e-mail transmission system that
controls both the pieces of the communication
game and the board itself should be able to enforce
a rule that those who send into the system must also
receive from the same system.

Who owns communication channels? 
Current online systems give any sender the right

to open a transmission channel to send an e-mail
message to another person. Yet, in physical society,

Legitimacy analysis
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how the software
behaves.
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the US Warren and Brandeis ruling11 gives people
the right to be left alone. This right not to commu-
nicate includes the right to remain silent. If some-
one knocks on the door, you need not answer. If the
telephone rings, you need not pick it up. 

This social right exists for reasons of practical
public good, not for some abstract ethical reason.
Without it, we would be denied a fair society and
forced to bear the overhead of conversations that
others initiate. This is precisely the problem spam
creates. Extending this concept to e-mail suggests
that while others can request a communication
channel, we should not be forced to grant one. 

Currently, spam arrives, wanted or not. Existing
technology gives every sender the right to open and
use a channel to our in-box. We all differentiate
meeting someone new from someone familiar. We
may talk to friends, but refuse to talk to strangers.
E-mail blissfully ignores this basic social distinc-
tion when it gives every new e-mail message the
rights of a familiar friend.

How to implement this social requirement online
is less clear. One way to discriminate known from
unknown e-mail is to recognize the conversation
entity of the interaction itself, as Figure 3 shows. If
e-mail systems recognized conversations, messages
inside a conversation would be known and new
conversations unknown. 

A new conversation would involve two separate
communicative acts: opening a channel and send-
ing messages. The first, a request to converse, could
give channel details, like sender, title, and reciproc-
ity—if replies are accepted. It would not include
message content. Only if the receiver agreed would
actual messages be sent. This would be like the pre-
message handshaking that occurs in data commu-
nication, or like starting a new thread in a bulletin
board rather than adding to an existing one. 

To senders, messaging would seem the same, as
the system could handle the two steps. However, a
conversation denial would be more than a message
rejection—it would be an unwillingness to talk at
all. To receivers, request-to-converse items could
be displayed outside the normal in-box, or in the
same in-box but colored differently. To engage in a
conversation and receive content, the user could
double-click the message. This would reduce spam
content transmissions because most people don’t
click on spam.

Microsoft’s plan to offer caller ID for e-mail is a
step in the right direction because it gives receivers
some channel information. But why not give
receivers all channel details? Then they could, for
example, choose only to receive messages from

those who also receive. And why send message con-
tent before a channel is approved?

Current challenge-based spam defenses check
reciprocity by requiring a reply before accepting an
e-mail. This excludes most spammers, who hide
themselves and won’t accept replies lest they be
spammed in return. 

E-mail challenges work, but they need two
sender transmissions per message, and they still
send content. A conversation request system would
only require double transmission on the first mes-
sage and, even then, the message content is sent
only once. 

Since most people converse mostly with people
they know—except for spam—double interactions
would be low. E-mail replies would automatically
go through and only new contacts would need to
be confirmed. Receivers could automatically per-
mit previously accepted senders, generating a list
of known communicands. If anyone abused the
privilege, the conversation could be closed, and fur-
ther conversations marked “My Choice” or even
“Always Reject.”

This system design supports the view that com-
munication is a privilege, not a right. A spin-off
would be that e-mail could be structured around
conversations, so when you receive an e-mail you
could link to any previous conversation messages.

Who owns addresses?
In any online transaction, user data can be

extracted into corporate marketing databases.
Buying online books on specific topics, such as can-
cer, for example, could make you a marketing tar-
get for a stream of undesired e-mail offers. Yet
society agrees that providing credit card data for a
sale does not give other rights to that data—indeed,
any other use is fraud.

Giving one right to information does not imply
giving all rights. The social logic of privacy sug-
gests that people should own their personal e-mail
addresses for the same reason they own themselves.
Yet making a computer copy gives all power to the
copier, who receives a full duplicate, so spammers
can do what they want with your e-mail address. It
is the computer copy function that disables the
social idea of privacy.

Society is trying, by legal means, to let individu-
als remove their contact details from marketing

Message1 Message2

Conversation

Message3 …

Figure 3. 
Conversation data
entity. Initiating 
a new e-mail
conversation would
require an invitation
to converse be
accepted before 
the first message 
is delivered.



lists. The US’s Do-Not-Call law would let people
remove themselves from telemarketing databases,
giving them a choice over their personal data. Yet
laws without technology support have practical
limitations—for example, people on a Do-Not-Call
list either receive all marketing calls or none. In con-
trast, software could give each user a personal list,
letting them accept some marketing calls but not
others.

Despite the technology infrastructure’s lack of
support for this social concept, many companies
voluntarily accept that people own their personal
data. Their e-mail marketing offers a remove func-
tion, which lets people remove themselves from the
corporate database. Some companies even give
users direct editing access to their personal data,
such as online personal banking. 

People periodically change their physical and e-
mail addresses, so why not let customers update
their own data? This is as beneficial as having cus-
tomers select their own goods in a supermarket.
Requiring users to tell a company operator to
change their data in a computer database is dou-
ble handling. When customers own and maintain
their personal data, company data maintenance
costs diminish. 

The nature of the computer copy function means
personal address data can be sold or passed on.
Even if the original company has a remove func-
tion, if it has sold your data, the damage is done.
Further, any reply could confirm an active e-mail,
so requesting to be removed could put you on even
more spam lists. 

Again, defining the social problem and devising
a technical solution are two different issues. The
privacy problem requires a solution that returns
control of personal data to people, for example,
once a sale completes. Others need to use our per-
sonal data, not hold it permanently, so a duplicate
copy is overkill. 

As with credit card data, businesses require tem-
porary, not permanent, access. One way to give
temporary access to data is to provide a link, not a
duplicate. The computer copy function could have
two forms:

• full copy, which creates a duplicate that can,
for example, be used for backup, and

• copy for use, which creates a link for tempo-
rary use of source data.

As Figure 4 shows, when making a copy for use,
the copier creates a link that points to an access per-
mission from the original owner, which in turn
points to the source data, such as an e-mail address.
An e-mail marketing address list would then be a list
of links, not source data. The list owner could delete
any unwanted link. Customers could see the lists
they are on by looking at their permissions. Deleting
a permission would effectively remove the owner
from that list, unless a joint transaction is in process.

The issues are complex, but data access by links
could support the social idea of online privacy. It
could give people direct ownership of personal
data, avoiding subtle legal distinctions, like what
is and isn’t spam and whether the sender’s purpose
is charitable or political. Software could let all peo-
ple own all their personal data online.

A lthough spam’s causes are social, in virtual
society it is technology—particularly the core
Internet communication architecture—that

defines the social interaction environment. Currently,
the transmission process gives senders all rights and
receivers none, thereby encouraging spam.

The technology that creates the communication
playing field cannot be indifferent to whether or
not that field is level. Fair communication requires
a balance of sender and receiver rights. If code, not
law, rules in cyberspace, then code must support
this balance or it will not happen. Spam illustrates
what happens when technology ignores fair com-
munication.

If we are to close the social-technical gap, tech-
nologists must help. Cyberarchitecture will support
cybersociety when system designers develop legit-
imacy specifications in tandem with technical ones.
If software is to support society, not undermine it,
legitimacy concepts must be taught in core infor-
mation system design courses, as social-technical
requirement. Turning social requirements into
design specifications presents a daunting task, but
today’s computer systems—equal parts social and
technical devices—require online fairness as much
as bandwidth. Perhaps spam is a wake-up call, 
a reminder to respect social as well as technical 
reality. �
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